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What Is A Guitar Lick? With Real Examples

 Alexander J Hastedt
Trying to make sense of terminology used by guitarists can be an incredibly daunting task for any beginner. Sometimes, the words being used do not always make the most sense […]







35 Best Rhythm Guitarists

 Alexander J Hastedt
Like fish drawn to a lure, guitar solos with flashy techniques are often what people give their attention to. Some people disregard aspects of rhythm guitar completely, prioritizing lead playing […]







What Is A Guitar Nut? 

 Alexander J Hastedt
The guitar is comprised of many different things, with purposes not always forthcoming. When having a conversation about guitars, it’s important to know what purpose each facet of the guitar […]







What Is A F-Hole On Guitar?

 Alexander J Hastedt
Have you ever looked at a guitar and wondered what the purpose of an F-hole is? You may have passed it off as something done purely for the sake of […]







HSS Vs SSS, Which Strat Is Better? & The Differences

 Alexander J Hastedt
Picture yourself desiring to acquire a Fender Stratocaster, as if it’s been your lifelong dream to own one. Except, when you finally get to the store, you’re confronted with different […]







What Is A Guitar Bridge?

 Alexander J Hastedt
Learning the different aspects of the guitar’s construction can be crucial in understanding how the instrument works. Some playing techniques actually incorporate such facets, with the guitar’s bridge being one […]







Guitar Center Lesson Prices, We Reveal The True Cost

 Alexander J Hastedt
It’s a fact that the fastest way to get good at guitar is by taking lessons (and practicing, of course). Sometimes, we are not always spoiled for choice when it […]







What Is A Guitar Headstock?

 Alexander J Hastedt
Knowing the different parts of the guitar is necessary and vital information every guitarist should know. This information will help you immensely when learning how to play as well as […]







27 Best Shred Guitarists

 Alexander J Hastedt
With a display of sheer craftsmanship and mastery over the guitar, shred guitarists continue to defy expectations. These guitarists can truly melt an audience’s collective face to the floor with […]







31 Best Jazz Songs With Guitar

 Alexander J Hastedt
Jazz music is often associated with horns and woodwind instruments. So many of the biggest names in jazz music have pushed the boundaries of jazz on such instruments.  However, the […]







31 Best Piano And Guitar Duet Songs

 Alexander J Hastedt
The piano and the guitar are similar instruments in that they can be both rhythmic and melodic simultaneously. When combined in the context of a band, these 2 instruments can […]







27 Best Two-Chord Songs For Guitar [With Tabs]

 Alexander J Hastedt
Feeling limited by your lack of chord knowledge when it comes to playing the guitar? You’d be surprised at how effective putting just two chords together in a simple progression […]







39 Easy Songs To Sing And Play Guitar

 Alexander J Hastedt
Singing and playing the guitar simultaneously is something that many people struggle with, especially at the beginning. However, if you start with songs that you know by heart, it can […]







41 Best Drop-D Songs – With Tabs

 Alexander J Hastedt
Have you noticed that certain songs seem to have a lower guitar tone than what your guitar can produce? Chances are likely that the song is in Drop-D tuning, which […]







3 Best Acoustic Guitars For Beginners UK

 Alexander J Hastedt
The acoustic guitar is often the guitar of choice for a beginner’s first guitar. This allows them to play anywhere without the necessity of an amplifier. What’s fortunate is that […]







21 Best 12 String Guitar Songs

 Alexander J Hastedt
There’s nothing quite like the large and open sound of a 12 string guitar. In many cases of recorded music, this type of guitar is easily, and unmistakably, recognizable. These […]







3 Best Taylor Guitars For Fingerstyle 2024

 Alexander J Hastedt
Fingerstyle playing (which is often used interchangeably with fingerpicking) requires a certain kind of guitar. It is the widely-held opinion among those who use their fingers that Taylor makes some […]







3 Best Clone Guitar Pedals 2024

 Alexander J Hastedt
Like anything with a lengthy history, some specific guitar pedals have become legendary, often driving high prices on the market. Despite there being a huge market for guitar pedals, certain […]







7 Best Guitars For Short Fat Fingers [Acoustic & Electric]

 Alexander J Hastedt
The guitar can be quite a difficult instrument to play, even if you’ve played it for years. However, if you have shorter hands with wider fingers, playing the guitar can […]







31 Best Modern Guitarists, All Are Current

 Alexander J Hastedt
We’ve all heard things about the greatest guitar players ever, many of whose careers have long since ended. What about the guitar players of today that are pushing the boundaries […]
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